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How Agile Coaches 
help us win
The Agile Coach Role @ Spotify

Brendan Marsh // @brendanmarsh

* Now with new and improved graphics & branding!



About me :)

Agile Coach, Infrastructure & Operations
Coaching teams that build & maintain big data @ Spotify

Agile Coach, Spotify Running
Coaching a product discovery (Innovation) squad

Product Owner, Desktop Infra (now)
Our Desktop Infra team releases our desktop client on OSX 
/ Windows

Innovation Guild Owner (now)
Coordinating our Innovation Guild and also working on a 
company-wide initiative around Innovation



Inspiration for this talk

Tuesday
Thinking About You
Sweet Life
Not Just Money

Wednesday
Super Rich Kids
Pyramids

Thursday
Forrest Gump
Pilot Jones



How do 
we scale?

What is an 
Agile Coach?



We’ve grown. A lot.

6 years ago



We’ve grown. A lot.

Now



10 Million Subscribers in 
our first 5 ½ years

30 Million Subscribers 
in just 2 years

And we aint slowing down.



How do we 
scale?



- Own their own mission

- Self Organising

- Cross Functional

- 5 - 7 engineers (ideally)

- Autonomous

The Squad



Examples

Playback (Goteborg)

iOS Infra

KIWI (I Know What I Want)
KM Infra (My team!)



- Have a mission

- Support structure for squads

- Incubator of squads

- Chapter = Competency Group

- Alliances?!?!

- Autonomous

Tribes



Product Development



Squad (servant) Leadership

Squad “POTLAC”



Scope of the Agile Coach



The Agile 
Coach



Our primary goal:

High performing
teams and a high
performing
organization



Motivated people... Building valuable, 
quality products...

...fast!



Intrinsic Motivation



How do we help them 
reach high performance?



By going
above and beyond
the call of an
Agile Practitioner









Some 
recent 
examples



Squad Kick-off

‣ Full day offsite

‣ Team building, problem solving

‣ An effective team has a shared understand of

○ People (each other)

○ Process (how they work)

○ Product (what value they provide)



Expectations Workshop

What do we expect from each other?

Sometimes, we don’t even have a 

shared understanding of our own 

roles



Consent Decision Making

Problem: 

Standardization of js libraries is sorely 

needed.

Solution:

Consent Decision Making (from Sociocracy)



Consent Decision Making

Consent

The absence of Objection.

Objection

Anything that harms our ability to satisfy a 

business need, or harms our company 

values.





Mission / Vision Workshop

Vision

Having a vision gives the team a 

sense of purpose, creates buy-in

Mission

Having a mission gives the team a 

compass for how to get that vision 

and helps manage stakeholder 

expectations





Creating a Vision

“Developing with quality for 

desktop is effortless and 

provides fast feedback. 

Releases are frequent and 

uneventful.”



Creating a Mission

We brainstormed & 

prioritised answers to the 

following questions:

‣ Who do we build for?

‣ What do we build/do?

‣ Why?



Re-organise
100+ engineers, 4 tribes, a lot of squads

We value transparency, inclusion & collaboration

Self



The overall picture

Navigating a new org





More than just 
stickies on a 
board...
Agile Coaches at Spotify have the unique 
(and fun) responsibility of fostering a 
continuous improvement culture.



Thanks!
Brendan Marsh
Email: brendanm@spotify.com
Twitter @brendanmarsh
Blog: brendanmarsh.com

(PS. We’re hiring!)


